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scientific subjects), but (is also of deep interest to German readers).—
Times, (not only forms . . . but is . . .)
Forty-five per cent, of the old Rossallians , . . received (either
decorations) (or were mentioned in despatches).—Daily Telegraph.
(Either received ... or were)
The Senate, however, has (either passed) (or will pass) amendments
to every clause.—Spectator, (either has passed or will pass)
Cloth of gold (neither seems to elate) (nor cloth of frieze to depress)
him.—lamb.
A curious extension, not to be mended in the active; for
neither cannot well precede the first of two subjects when
they have different verbs.
On the other hand, words placed between the two correlatives
are declared by their position not to be common:
"Which neither (suits one purpose) (nor the other).—Times, (suits
neither . . . nor)
Not only (against my judgment), (but my inclination).—richardson.
Not only (in the matter of malaria), (but also beriberi).—Times.
(In the matter not of malaria only, but of . . .)
22. THE WRONG TURNING
It is not very uncommon, on regaining the high road after a
divergent clause or phrase, to get confused between the two,
and continue wrongly the subordinate construction instead of
that actually required.
I feel, however, that there never was a time when the people of this
country were more ready to believe than they are today, and would
openly believe if Christianity, with Moctrine* subordinated, were
presented to them in the most convincing of all forms, viz....—Daily
Telegraph. (Would believe is made parallel to they are today; it is really
parallel to there never was a time\ and we should read and that they
would openly believe)
In the face of this statement either proofs should be adduced to show
that Coroner Troutbeck has stated facts 'soberly judged', and that they
contain 'warrant for the accusation of wholesale* ignorance on the part
of a trusted and eminently useful class of the community, or failing
this, that the offensive and unjust charge should be withdrawn.—
Times. (The charge should be withdrawn is made parallel to Coroner
Ttauibeck has stated and they contain; it is really parallel to proofs

